Web solutions
Open source
We are an Italian Company working in the IT sector since 2000, and operating worldwide since 2012. Our goal is to concretely meet the needs of each customer who desires to benefit from opportunities offered by new technologies.
High quality components, open source philosophy, continuous updates and attention to each client’s needs, guide us in our daily activities, to ensure to maximum satisfaction to our customers.
CMDBuild
The open source solution for Asset Management

CMDBuild is an enterprise web environment, open source, through which you can configure custom applications for asset management. It's a flexible solution that allows you to model the database, to design workflow, to configure reports and dashboards, to build connectors with external systems, and to geo-reference assets. Tecnoteca has developed CMDBuild, maintains the project and guarantees its evolution. Tecnoteca offers maintenance, support and configuration services, and training.
**openMAINT**

The open source solution for Property & Facility Management

openMAINT is an enterprise application, open source, for the Property & Facility Management. It allows the management of buildings, installations, movable assets and related maintenance (scheduled, meter-based and breakdown), logistic and economic activities.

openMAINT is a vertical solution of CMDBuild, developed by Tecnoteca. Tecnoteca offers maintenance, support and configuration services, and training for the use of the application.
CMDBuild READY2USE

The open source solution for IT Governance Management

CMDBuild READY2USE is an application for IT Governance. It allows the management of hardware and software assets in medium and large organizations, following the ITIL best practices. CMDBuild READY2USE allows IT operators to control IT assets, to manage their evolution through workflows, and to know at any times the composition, dislocation, functional relationships and updating methods. CMDBuild READY2USE is a vertical solution of CMDBuild, developed by Tecnoteca. Tecnoteca offers maintenance, support and configuration services, and training for the use of the application.
**Web & Mobile**

**Website development, Web Applications & Mobile APP**

Tecnoteca has years of experience in developing web and mobile applications.
Tecnoteca is experienced in the design and the creation of websites, intranets and vertical web applications, stable, secure and usable. It develops native and hybrid Mobile APPs for all platforms. Tecnoteca also offers consultancy, support and training for the open source CMS Plone.
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Official Maintainer of the open source projects

CMDBuild
www.cmdbuild.org

OpenMAINT
www.openmaint.org

CMDBuild READY2USE
www.cmdbuildready2use.org
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